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Sagrada Família sports centre
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Currently, the industrial complex Sala & Badrinas is abandoned and in decadent conditions, with some
buildingsthat should be demolished.In the preserving plan, accordingto the current planningPMU2008
and PM-BAL163, some parts of the complex are preserved because of its historical heritage.

10-15min

In July 2009, a reparcelling project was carried out with the aim to open a school. It is already built
with prefabricated modules, but not opened yet, as the south part will continue to be built.
Can Parellada sports centre
Can Jofresa sports centre
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Previous proposal

SHELTERED SPORT FACILITIES
The idea of making a sports palace in Terrassa, is due to the fact that the city does not currently have this facility to carry out

A promotion of housing blocks will be implanted in the center of the area, and at the bottom, on

indoor sports events with large capacity. This new sports palace in Sala & Badrinas would hace a capacity for 3,500 people

Baldrich street, there will be a waste station. The building process is now stopped, because of a

PUBLIC FACILITIES AND WALKING DISTANCES

lack of budget.
My project takes this intervencions into account, both the school and the waste station, but not
the middle part. There is where the sports palace will be placed.

MNACTEC - Industrial old and emblematic building,
made by the architect Lluís Muncunill, which is
currently the museum of science and technology of

Mútua de Terrassa - Spain's top 20 hospital

Catalonia.

Rambla de Terrassa - The old city river, which is
currently one of the pedestrian areas of the city

Universitat Politèncica de Catalunya - important
university center of Vallès

Plaça Vella - One of the main squares in the city,

Parc de Vallparadís - The part in the bottom of the

and the point with higher activity.

park, near the area of Sala & Badrinas.

Plaça de l'Ajuntament - Town hall and main market.

Plaça del SXXI - the building is a failed attempt of
a shopping mall

Parc dels FGC - public transport stop in the main
green park

Plaça Nova - Another important place in the city

Centre civic del barri del SXX - activities and
meeting point in the neighborhood

Parc de Vallparadís - Green area along the city.
The "lungs of the city"

Palau d'Esports Sala & Badrinas a Terrassa
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